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FOCUS
• Develop	immunotherapy	that	can	eradicate	brain	
tumors



Learning Objectives

• Does	immune	system	play	role	in	initiating	and	
promoting	cancer?	

• Does	immune	system	play	role	in	preventing	
cancer?		

• Can	the	immune	system	be	directed	to	treat	
cancer?

Yes

Yes

Yes



Chronic Inflammation promotes 
cancer

Chronic	inflammatory	conditions	enhance	a	
predisposition	to	cancer	development.	

Polymorphisms	in	genes	that	regulate	immune	
balance	influence	cancer	risk	

Long-term	usage	of	non-steroidal	anti-
inflammatory	drugs	and	selective	
cyclooxygenase-2	inhibitors	reduces	cancer	
incidence.	

.



Immune Cells are Part of Tumor 
Stroma that promotes Tumor growth
• Many	immune	cell	types	have	two	phenotypes,	
one	pro-inflammatory	and	one	anti-inflammatory	
– Mature	dendritic	cells	vs	tolerogenic	DCs	
– M1	and	M2	macrophages	
– Neutrophils	and	myeloid	derived	suppressor	
cells	

– Th1	CD4	cells	vs	Tregs





Hanahan 2012



Immune cells prepare for metastasis

• Myeloid	derived	suppressor	cells	arrive	before	
cancer	cells	

• Fusion	of	cancer	cell	and	macrophages



• Is	the	immune	system	able	to	recognize	cancer	
cells	as	dangerous	and	different?



Tumor Surveillance Hypothesis
•formally proposed by Thomas and 
Burnet in 1957.

•States that the immune system actively 
protects the host against altered self-cells 
including those that have undergone 
transformation.





T cells as prognostic factor

• Infiltrating	effector	T	cells	are	the	best	prognostic	
factor	after	any	type	of	therapy





Tumor Tumor

Stroma



Immunohistochemistry of 186 frozen specimens, isolated prior to treatment
102/186 intratumor T cells
72/186 no intratumor T cells
12/186 could not analyze

Conclusion:  It is very advantageous to recruit T cells to a tumor 
(and to also have a good surgeon).
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• If	tumor	antigens	exist,	then	tumors	should	
develop	more	when	immune	surveillance	
decreases:	
– Aging	
– Immunodeficiencies	

• RAG	mice	
• HIV/AIDS



Young and aged thymocyte populations. 
The upper cylinder represents the peripheral 
T-cell compartment in the young, and the 
lower cylinder represents the smaller T-cell 
population found in the elderly. Naïve, 
memory, and activated effector cells are 
found at both ages, but the proportions 
change. The naïve cells comprise the largest 
proportion of T cells in the young, but are 
relatively few in the elderly. These naïve 
cells are the product of the thymus, which is 
large in the young but progressively 
diminishes with age. Naïve cells have the 
greatest TCR repertoire diversity.  Upon 
activation, naïve cells move into the memory 
pool, where they may undergo peripheral 
expansion (circular arrow). The memory 
population is the source of most type 1 and 
type 2 cytokines. The enlarged memory 
component in the elderly may give rise to the 
increase in cytokines observed. Overall, the 
repertoire of memory cells in the elderly is 
less diverse than in the young due to a 
reduced input from the small naïve cell 
population. Upon repeated stimulation, 
memory cells give rise to terminally 
differentiated effectors. These activated 
effectors have the most severely limited 
repertoire within the three T-cell pools. 
Dysfunctional cells of this oligoclonal 





paraneoplastic neurological disease  is evidence for 
silent, effective tumour immunity  



Figure 14-10
Experimental 
Evidence that the 
immune system can 
eliminate tumors



• What	tumor	antigens	can	be	recognized	by	
immune	system?





• Why	does	immune	response	fail?	

• Tolerance	and	immune	evasion	and	suppression	by	
tumor



Figure 14-14



Active immunosuppression in tumor 
microenvironment

• Tumors	secrete	IL-10	and	TGFb		
• Regulatory	T	cells	induced	
• Tumors	secrete	IDO	(catabolizes	tryptophan)	
• FasL,	CTLA-4,	PD-L1	
• Local	immunosuppression	leads	to	systemic	
immunosuppression	



Inhibition of antitumour response by 
TGF-β.   a | Production of 
transforming growth factor- (TGF-) 
will inhibit maturation and antigen 
presentation by dendritic cells, thereby 
diminishing their T-cell-stimulating 
capacity. b | Apoptotic cell death of 
tumour cells can contribute to TGF-β 
production at the tumour site as well as 
inhibition of function of dendritic cells 
that process those cells. Once APCs 
bring the tumour antigen to the 
lymphoid organ to present it to T cells, 
activation of T cells can be inhibited by 
TGF-β produced by the tumour cells 
(c) or the immune cells in response to 
the tumour antigens (d). e | Even if 
some precursor cytotoxic T 
lymphocytes (pCTLs) are activated 
under such inhibitory conditions, TGF- 
would still inhibit their differentiation 
into effector CTLs. PSR, 
phosphatidylserine receptor; TReg, T-
regulatory cell.





• What	are	potential	components	of	immune	system	
that	can	be	used	to	treat	cancer?



Immune defenses leading to tumor destruction.



A coordinated cellular and humoral reaction mediates tumour destruction.   
Following stimulation, natural killer (NK) cells can lyse tumours through the 
perforin/granzyme pathway or apoptosis-inducing ligands such as tumour-necrosis 
factor (TNF)-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL). NK cells secrete 
interferon- (IFN-), which inhibits tumour-cell proliferation, enhances tumour-cell 
apoptosis, improves tumour antigen presentation and inhibits angiogenesis. NKT 
cells also execute cytotoxicity and cytokine production. Cytotoxic CD8+ T cells lyse 
tumours through death ligands, such as TRAIL, and the perforin/granzyme pathway. 
CD4+ T cells can differentiate into T helper 1 (TH1) cells that secrete IFN- and 
TNF- or T helper 2 (TH2) cells that secrete interleukin (IL)-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-10 and 
IL-13. The latter cytokines enhance eosinophil function and increase antibody 
production by B cells. Antibodies to cancer cell-surface molecules can inhibit 
oncogenic signalling and/or stimulate tumour destruction through engaging Fc 
receptors on macrophages, granulocytes and NK cells (not shown). Antibodies can 
further promote tumour antigen presentation by dendritic cells (DCs) through 
immune-complex formation. Macrophages can lyse tumours through the production 
of nitric oxide and reactive oxygen species. Tumour blood vessels can also be 
attacked by lymphocytes and granulocytes.



Figure 14-16
Complementary roles of CTLs and NK cells



How can the adaptive immune system 
be boosted to fight tumors?

• Passive	immune	treatments	 	
– Mabs	

• Vaccinate	against	viral	antigens	(prophylactic)	
• Vaccinate	to	initiate	T	cell	or	Ab	response	
• Enhance	antigen	presentation	
• Adoptive	Transfer	and	ex	vivo	modification	of	cells	
• Reverse	suppression



Monoclonal Antibodies

• Surface	tumor	antigens	
• Normal	effector	mechanisms	
• Can	deliver	toxins,	radioactivity



Figure 14-17



Monoclonal Antibodies

• Against	tumor	surface	antigens	-	rituximab,	CD20	
• Against	immune	checkpoint	inhibitors	-	anti-CTLA4,	
anti-PD1



How can the adaptive immune system 
be boosted to fight tumors?

• Passive	immune	treatments	 	
– Mabs	

• Vaccinate	against	viral	antigens	(prophylactic)	
• Vaccinate	to	initiate	T	cell	or	Ab	response	
• Enhance	antigen	presentation	
• Adoptive	Transfer	and	ex	vivo	modification	of	cells	
• Reverse	suppression



Prophylactic Vaccine for Cervical cancer

The second most common cancer in women worldwide
250,000 new cases each year, commonly in 30–50-year-old women
A consequence of infection with mucosal high-risk human papillomavirus (HPV)
Preceded by many years of persistent HPV infection
Premalignant lesions (cervical intraepithelial neoplasia, CIN) develop early after infection
Increased incidence after immunosuppression (HIV infection or immunosuppressive drugs)

Prevention and treatment
Largely prevented by cervical cytology screening programs (PAP smears)
Early stage (local) disease is curable by surgery and radiotherapy
Later stage disease kills by local invasion rather than distant metastatic disease

New treatment-vaccination against HPV.



Gratis HPV-vaksine til unge jenter bør være en 
menneskerettighet i Norge!



Vaccine to elicit T cell response



Enhance APCs by increasing 
costimulation

• Make	tumor	an	APC	by	transfecting	with	B7	
• Attract	APCs	to	tumor	
• Expand	APCs



Figure 14-20



Other Tumor 
vaccination 
strategies



Adoptive Transfer: Ex vivo Expansion 
and Modification of cells

• Dendritic	cells	
• T	cells



Ex vivo dendritic cell therapy for cancer. 



NY Times, 4/29/10



FDA approved dendritic cell vaccine 
for prostate cancer

• $93,000	for	course	of	treatment	
• “comparable	to	other	treatments	on	life-extension	
per	dollar”





Critical checkpoints and pitfalls in adoptive T cell immunotherapy.  Following selection of a target 
antigen, T cells are stimulated in vitro, and reactive cells isolated and expanded to large numbers. After 
infusion into patients, the T cells must persist, retain function, and localize to tumor sites to be effective. 
Failure to support in vivo survival can result in apoptosis of the transferred cells, which interferes with 
efficacy. Normal tissues may also express the targeted antigen, and strategies to avoid injury to such tissues 
must be considered.

Adoptive T cell 
Therapy

(can transduce with 
different TCR)

1 x 1011 cells 



Enhance APCs by Activation of 
TLRs

• CpG	oligonucleotides	for	TLR-9	
• Poly	IC	for	TLR-3	
• Link	to	tumor	antigen



Enhance T cell Function with 
Cytokines

• IL-2,	IL-12,	IL-15	
• Many	ways	to	deliver	cytokines



Clin Canc Res 09



Activation sets in motion multiple mechanisms to end the response, 
e.g.  CTLA-4 and PD-1 on T cells 

58



A patient with melanoma is shown 
before (left), after one cycle, and after 

three cycles of treatment with the anti–
PD-1 antibody MK-3475 (10 mg/kg every 

3 weeks)

From OncoLog, February 2014, Vol. 59, No. 2 
From MD Anderson Cancer Center

Anti-PD-1 Monoclonal 
Antibody Therapy



Oncolytic Viruses &Vaccination
• Tumor	cells	have	reduced	IFN	responses,	allowing	viral	infection	by	

viruses	that	normally	do	not	infect	human	or	mouse	cells	(e.g.,	
myxoma	normally	infects	rabbits,	not	humans,	but	does	infect	tumor	
cells)	

• Can	be	engineered	to	cause	tumor	cells	to	express	immunoenhancing	
cytokines



Reverse Suppression

• Eliminate	Tregs	(which	suppress	both	T	cells	and	
NK	cells)	
– Myeloablative	chemo	or	radiation	before	adoptive	T	cell	
therapy	

– Anti-CD25	
• Block	TGF	and/or	IL-10



Check-point Blockade

• CTLA-4	
• PD-1	
• Monoclonal	antibodies	FDA	approved







Ott 
2013 



Ott 2013







Combination Therapies

• Lymphodepletion	and	Adoptive	T	cell	therapy	
(Rosenberg	09)



Adoptive T Cell Transfer (ACT)
TIL – Tumor 
Infiltrating                
Lymphocytes 



Adoptive T Cell Transfer (ACT)
TCR– T Cell 
Receptor 

CAR– Chimeric Antigen 
Receptor 



Rosenberg and Dudley 2009



Rosenberg and Dudley 2009







Why does immunotherapy fail?

• Most	cancers	do	not	have	as	many	mutations	as	
melanomas	

• Cancers	use	natural	suppressive	mechanisms



Cellular infiltrates within the tumor microenvironment. 

Kerkar S P , Restifo N P Cancer Res 
2012;72:3125-3130

©2012 by American Association for Cancer Research



Immunosuppression Factors in Tumor 
Microenvironment

• TGFbeta	
• IDO	
• IL-10	
• Arginase	
• Treg	
• MDSC	
• Potassium	
• M2	Macrophage		
• Adenosine	
• Prostaglandin	E2	(PGE2)	
• PD-1,	CTLA-4,	LAG-3,	TIM-3	
• Immunosuppressive	DC 78



PGE2	may	be	pivotal
Direct	suppression	of	CTLs	
	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 IDO																							immDC																	 	 Tregs	

	 	

	 PGE2	 	 	 	 IL-10	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
TGFbeta	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	
							 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 MDSC	

PD-L1	on	MΦ			 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 suppression	of	T													
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 cells	and	NK	cells	 	
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Our Focus
• Brain	Tumors	(gliomas	and	metastatic	melanomas)	
• T	cells	

• Specific	recognition	directs	cytolytic	activity	
• Actively	cross	blood	brain	barrier	

• Use	treatments	that	increase	both	T	cells	and	NK	cells	
• Reverse	immunosuppression	in	tumor	microenvironment	
with	oncolytic	viral	delivery	of	IL-15	and	blockade	of	
prostaglandins	with	Celecoxib



Myxoma virus

• Rabbit	poxvirus	-	myxoma	virus		
• non-pathogenic	for	all	non-rabbit	vertebrate	species	
tested	

• selectively	infects:		
• cancer	cells	in	vitro	(Sypula	2004)	
• human	tumor	xenografts	in	nude	mice:	glioma	(Lun	2005),	

medulloblastoma	(Lun	2007)	
• syngeneic	melanoma	models	(Stanford	2008)	

• Advantages:		
• No	record	of	human	infection,	no	prior	immunity	
• Replicates	in	cytoplasm,	no	nuclear	integration	of	viral	
DNA	

• Large	dsDNA	genome	(161.8kb),	can	insert	large	genes	
• Tropism	of	myxoma	to	cancer	cells	is	linked	to	
hyperactivation	of	serine/threonine	kinase	Akt		
(conferring	a	growth	advantage	to	the	cells)	and	lack	of	

EM:	Mature	
and	immature	
virions	in	B16-
SIY	melanoma	
cells







Control						Red	are	NK	Cells	



Myxoma	IL15/IL15Ra	Treated																Red	are	NK	Cells
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Roy	Lab	Combination	Treatment	for	Brain	
Tumors	(in	mice)

1. Tumor-Specific	T	cells	donated	by	vaccinated	mice	
2. Oncolytic	Virus	to	Kill	some	tumor	cells	and	

provide	locally	expressed	IL-15-IL15R∝	to	attract	T	
cells	and	NK	cells	

3. Prostaglandin	Synthesis	Inhibitor	(Celecoxib)	to	
reduce	Immunosuppression	in	Tumor	
Microenvironment

89



Survival experiment with combination 
treatment with vvDD-IL15Rα-YFP



Myxoma	Virus	IL15/IL15Rα

91



Potential mechanisms of the full 
combination treatment using vMyx-
IL15Rα-tdTr 



Conclusions

• Immunotherapies	can	eliminate	established	brain	
tumors	

• Synergy	of:	
• Adequate	numbers	of	tumor-specific	T	cells	
• Local	production	of	stimulatory	cytokines	such	as	IL-15	
• Blockade	of	immune	suppression	

• Someday	something	like	these	treatments	will	reach	the	clinic



Students who did the work

Diana	Thomas Carolina	Soto Vesna	Tosic

Bingtao	Tang Claire	Schane David	Yan

Collaborators:	
David	Kranz	
Joanna	Shisler	



In	the	last	year,	445,000	Americans	died	from	COVID-19

In	the	same	time	period,	more	than	
600,000	Americans	died	from	Cancer

Mass		
Graves	
in	NYC



The immune system is our best hope against 
both SARS-CoV-2 and Cancer



• The	immune	system	is	our	best	hope	against	both	
COVID-19	and	cancer	

• It	is	complicated	but	it	works	

• And	here’s	a	video	of	which	booster	shot	to	choose:	
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YhMlZczq4Ns

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YhMlZczq4Ns


Thank you for participating






